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ABSTRACT

For Dutch, F0 variation, intensity and duration are the main cues
for accentuation in normal speech. As esophageal (E) and
tracheo-esophageal (T-E) speakers have reduced control over
these parameters, accentuating words may be problematic.
Normal and (T-)E speakers read paired sentences, differing only
with regard to the accentuation of content words. In a listening
experiment, it was found that the percentage correctly identified
accent was above chance for each speaker group, although lower
for E speakers than for normal and T-E speakers. Acoustic
analyses showed that most (T-)E speakers used the same
parameters as normal speakers to indicate accent, although the
individual acoustic profiles of alaryngeal speakers varied
considerably. In alaryngeal speakers, estimated F0 and perceived
pitch frequently mismatched, suggesting that some of them
produced pitch through an “alternative system”, which may serve
as a permanent substitute for F0, or as a back-up if and when
control over F0 falters.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Normal and alaryngeal voicing mechanisms
Normal laryngeal voice production is an aerodynamic-myoelastic
process: the transglottal airflow causes the vocal folds to vibrato
pseudo-periodically [1]. Alaryngeal speakers have to use an
alternative mechanism for voice production. Esophageal (E)
speakers swallow a certain volume of air which is then gradually
released into the vocal tract, causing a surgically reconstructed
pharyngo-esophageal (P-E) segment to vibrate and act as a
pseudo-glottis. In tracheo-esophageal (T-E) speakers, a
prosthesis is inserted into a surgically constructed fistula between
the trachea and the esophagus. With the tracheostoma sealed off,
the prosthesis acts as a one-way valve, allowing pulmonary air to
enter the esophagus and initiate vibration of the P-E segment [2].
Thus, E and T-E speakers both use the P-E segment as a voice
source, but differ with regard to the air supply to drive it.

Normal laryngeal speakers are able to exert good control
over the intrinsic muscles of the larynx, which allows them to
manipulate pitch and intensity in fine detail. Compared to the
normal larynx, the P-E segment is a grossly controlled structure:
it was previously found [2] that (T-)E voice production is also
mediated on a myoelastic basis, although (T-)E speakers could
not adjust source characteristics consistently. As the air
resistance of the P-E segment is considerably higher than that of
the glottis, a much higher air pressure is needed to initiate and
sustain vibration in (T-)E speech than in normal speech [3].

Because of their anatomic and physiologic impairments, a
systematic temporal variation of F0, intensity, and source spectral

characteristics is more difficult for alaryngeal than for normal
speakers. As a consequence, alaryngeal speakers may be expected
to have problems in signaling prosodic information.

1.2. Prosody in normal and alaryngeal speech
Prosodic information, and accentuation in particular, has an
important function in human auditory speech processing because
it aids segmentation of the continuous speech signal and thereby
facilitates auditory speech processing.

As the segmental quality of alaryngeal speech is usually
poorer than that of normal speech, the ability of alaryngeal
speakers to manipulate prosodic information becomes even more
important. The prosodic abilities of alaryngeal speakers have
been investigated in several studies [4, 5, 6, 7]. In these studies,
alaryngeal speakers generally proved able to convey prosodic
intent by affecting systematic changes in F0, intensity, and
duration in ways parallel to normal speakers. However,
individual alaryngeal speakers differed from each other with
regard to the relative weighting of the acoustic properties that
were examined, despite the fact that the speakers in these studies
were all considered “proficient” or even “excellent”. It may be
that speakers who have little control over one parameter may
compensate by emphasizing or maximizing (an) alternative
parameter(s). Individual alaryngeal speakers may employ such
trading effects as a strategy in developing proficient speech [8].
Thus, it has been shown that proficient alaryngeal speakers may
be able to signal prosodic intent, little is known abut the
strategies employed by individual speakers to do so. In addition,
it would be interesting to examine alaryngeal speakers who were
not selected for their high proficiency.

1.3. Aims of the study / hypotheses
The aims of the study are to determine how well listeners can
perceive accent in the speech produced by (T-)E speakers who
were not selected for their proficiency, and to investigate which
acoustic parameters are employed by normal, T-E and E speakers
to convey accent. The hypotheses are:
1 H0: (T-)E speakers do not differ from normal speakers in

terms of percentage correctly identified accent versus
H1: The percentage correctly identified accent is lower in

(T-)E speakers than in normal speakers.
2 H0: (T-)E speakers employ the same acoustic parameters to

convey accent speakers as normal speakers (e.g. pitch,
intensity, and duration) versus

H1: (T-)E speakers employ other acoustic parameters to
convey accent than normal speakers.
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2. SPEAKERS AND RECORDINGS
2.1. Speakers
Recordings were made of normal, T-E and E speakers.
Purposeful selection of proficient alaryngeal speakers was
avoided. All (T-)E speakers had had radiotherapy. All T-E
speakers used the Provox prosthesis [9]. As far as possible, T-E
and E speakers were matched as regards age and treatment
history. Additional information is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Speaker group information. MA: mean age in Y.M (min,
max); MYPL: mean number of years past laryngectomy (min,

max). N: number of speakers (males, females).

2.2. Recordings
The recordings were made in the speakers’ home environments,
using a condenser microphone at a mouth-to-microphone
distance of about 30 cm. The speech signals were recorded on a
portable DAT recorder (fixed input level, SF 48 kHz).

The recorded material consisted of ten different test
sentences [10] in which a desired accent pattern was cued by a
semantic context set in a preceding sentence. Speakers were
asked to read the entire utterance (i.e. the actual test sentence and
the preceding sentence) and to emphasize the word printed in
bold. Two examples are given below.
S1 De bal vloog niet over de muur, de bal vloog over de

schutting (The ball did not fly over the wall, the ball flew
over the fence)

S2 De schoen vloog niet over de schutting, de bal vloog over
de schutting (The shoe did not fly over the fence, the ball
flew over the fence)
Each pair of test sentences yielded two accented words (e.g.

“schutting” and “bal”) plus their unaccented versions, resulting
in a condition with accent towards the beginning of the sentence
(early) and another with accent towards the end of the sentence
(late). Speakers were asked to read all ten utterances twice, in
random order. An additional five utterances were put at the
beginning and the end of the list. The speakers therefore read 50
utterances in total (10 utterances × 2 accent positions × 2
repetitions + 10 additional utterances). For each of two repeated
utterances, the one with the least dysfluencies was chosen for
evaluation. The test sentences were downsampled to 22.05 kHz
and stored in AIFF format, yielding 580 sentences (29 speakers ×
10 sentences × 2 accent positions).

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Auditory evaluation of accentuation
3.1.1. Listeners. Twenty-two normal hearing native speakers of
Dutch between the ages of 19 and 30 participated as listeners.
The listeners were unfamiliar with alaryngeal speech and
inexperienced with speech evaluation. The listeners were paid for
their participation.

3.1.2. Procedure. The listeners were seated in a sound-treated
booth with a computer screen in front, wearing headphones. All

580 stimuli (the sound files together with the appropriate
questions) were presented in random order. Listeners were asked
to match each test sentence with one of the two questions
presented on the screen. Depending on which word the listener
perceived as accented, an appropriate question was selected by
mouseclicking. For example, if in the test sentence “de bal vloog
over de schutting” (the ball flew over the fence) accent was
perceived on “bal”, the listener would select Q1 as given below,
if accent was perceived on “schutting”, Q2 would be selected.
Q1 Wat vloog over de muur? (What flew over the wall?)
Q2 Waar vloog de bal overheen? (What did the ball fly over?)

If a listener was not sure, he or she was asked to guess.
There was a delay of 3 seconds between the appearance of the
questions and the presentation of the sound. Once the listener
had made a choice, the next stimulus was presented. The first
eight stimuli were used to get acquainted with the task. The
experiment was carried out using a computer program [11].

3.1.3. Results. Table 2 gives the percentage of correctly
identified accent per speaker group, with ranges for speakers and
listeners.

Table 2. Percentage correctly identified accent. GA: group
average; SR: speakers range; LR: listeners range.

Two ANOVA’s were performed with the (arcsine
transformed) percentage correctly identified accent as the
dependent variable. In the first analysis, within-cell variance was
caused by speakers, with speaker groups, sentence pairs (1-10)
and accent position (early or late, nested under sentence pairs) as
factors. In the second analysis, within-cell variance was caused
by sentences, with speaker groups, speakers (nested under
group), and accent position as factors.

The speaker group effect was significant in both analyses
(p < .001). A post-hoc test (Tukey’s HSD) revealed that E
speakers differed from the normal control group (p < .005). In the
T-E group, one speaker had a much lower score than the others
(72% correct versus 88% for the next lowest), which inflated the
overlap between the T-E and E speaker groups. Thus, although
not significant, the difference between T-E and E speakers may
actually be more pronounced than the difference between T-E
and normal speakers. The sentence effect was significant
(p < .001), but did not interact with speaker group. In the second
ANOVA, the effect of speakers within speaker group was
significant (p < .001). Results concerning the main and
interaction effects of accent position were inconclusive: they
were significant in the first ANOVA, but not in the second,
suggesting a type II error in the latter.

3.2. Acoustic analyses
3.2.1. Procedure. Acoustic analyses were performed on the
syllable of the accent-carrying words and their non-accented
counterparts, using the “PRAAT” speech analysis program [12].
The analyses pertained to the following aspects:

Speaker group MA MYPL N
normal 50.5 (40.9, 63.5) - 10 (8, 2)

T-E 62.8 (56.1, 77.8) 6.4 (1.1, 11.0) 10 (8, 2)
E 63.7 (44.6, 77.3) 5.5 (1.8, 6.9) 9 (7, 2)

Speaker group GA SR LR
normal 95 90-99 78-99
 T-E 91 72-96 68-97

E 82 74-91 66-89
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F0 range. F0 was determined using subharmonic summation
[13]. F0 contours were close-copy stylized on a semitones scale
after which the F0 range (difference between maximum and
minimum peak values in semitones) was determined.

Peak intensity. The peak intensity level (in dB) was
determined in the accented syllable. Intensity was measured in
the non-unaccented syllable at a corresponding position.

Word duration. The duration of accented and unaccented
words was manually determined using combined audio-visual
information.

Spectral slope. The spectral slope was estimated by
calculating the level difference between a 25 to 500 Hz and a 500
Hz to 4000 Hz frequency band.

Pausing. Pauses were defined as the silent intervals between
words preceding or following the accented and unaccented
words.

Measures of F0, intensity, and duration were included as
these are the most prominent acoustic cues for accentuation in
Dutch [14]. Accented speech is produced with relatively much
effort, which affects the rate and abruptness of (pseudo)glottal
closure and the openness of articulation, which in turn influences
the spectral slope. Finally, E speakers have been noted to use
significantly more silent pauses than normal and T-E speakers as
a cue for accentuation [15], probably because their maximum
phonation time is limited as compared to normal and T-E
speakers.

F0 could not always be determined reliably in irregular or
noisy speech signals. In such cases, period durations were
determined manually by close inspection of the oscillograms. As
a check for correctness, the sentences were resynthesized with an
F0 contour based on this manual analysis. In several cases, we
could not find a meaningful relation between period information
and perceived pitch, a phenomenon which has been reported in
earlier studies on alaryngeal voices [16, 17]. As the speakers
were able to signal pitch variations, they must have developed an
alternative for F0 to do so. In a previous study on whispered
speech, it was concluded that normal speakers may employ three
(combinations of) substitutes for F0 to signal prosodic
information: increased intensity, changes in formant frequencies
and the emergence of an “extra” formant in the 2 kHz region
[18]. It seems reasonable that alaryngeal speakers who cannot
control F0 consistently may revert to (an) available substitute
method(s) to signal pitch variations.

3.2.2. Results: ANOVA’s. ANOVA’s were performed with
speaker group, sentence, and accent position (nested under
sentence) as factors. Within-cell variance was caused by
speakers. Instead of the “raw” parameter values, the value
differences between measurements in accented words and their
unaccented counterparts were used as dependent variables in the
analyses. The “difference value” for duration was expressed as a
proportion of the unaccented word.

For F0 range, the speaker group and accent position effects
were significant. In early-accent position, normal speakers had a
significantly higher difference value for F0 range than (T-)E
speakers: 10 versus 8 (T-E) and 6 st (E). In late-accent position,
E speakers had a lower F0 range than normal and T-E speakers: 7
versus 11 (T-E) and 10 st (normal). Significant effects of speaker
group and accent position were also found for intensity. In late-

accent position, E speakers produced significantly less intensity
differences between accented and unaccented words than normal
and T-E speakers (6 versus 10 and 9 dB, respectively). For the
spectral slope data, significant speaker group and accent position
effects were found, which could be attributed to normal speakers
differing from alaryngeal speakers in late accent position. The
sentence effect was also significant. For duration, the speaker
group, sentence, and accent position effects were significant. In
agreement with previous findings [14], normal speakers
increased duration of accented words by some 18% in both early
and late accent positions. For T-E and E speakers, these values
were 35% and 26%, versus 24% and 23%, respectively. The data
on pausing proved difficult to analyze, as normal speakers failed
to produce any pauses.

The ANOVA’s revealed that alaryngeal speakers by and
large used similar acoustic parameters to convey accent as normal
speakers. However, the recurrent effect of accent position
suggests that alaryngeal speakers adjust their strategies towards
the end of an utterance.

3.2.3. Results: acoustic speaker profiles. To investigate the
different strategies employed within the groups of speakers,
acoustic speaker profiles were drawn up for individual speakers.
When comparing parameter values in accented speech and
unaccented speech, expectations about the sign of the difference
values can be formulated: accented speech has a higher F0 and
peak intensity, increased duration, shallower spectral slope, and
an increase in the number / duration of pauses before or after
accented words. For all parameters in each pair of sentences
produced by a given speaker, the signs of difference values were
counted (zero differences were not counted). Sign changes in the
expected direction were marked with a plus, those in the opposite
direction with a minus. 14 or more occurrences of a given sign
indicated a 5% significance level (symmetrical binomial test, N =
20, 20 sentences per speaker), in which case we assumed that the
speaker had used the parameter of interest to signal accent. For a
duration difference to count, a JND value of 10% was adhered to
[19]. The composite of the pluses and minuses for a given
speaker determined that speaker’s acoustic profile. Acoustic
speaker profile information is given in Table 3.

The profiles of normal speakers were highly similar: all used
F0 and intensity to signal accent, none resorted to an “alternative
pitch system”, nor used pausing. Six speakers had a more shallow
spectral slope in accented speech, for the other four results were
inconclusive. Duration was used by only four speakers, with
inconclusive results for the other six speakers.

The acoustic profiles of T-E speakers were more variable.
The one constant factor was peak intensity, which was used by all
ten speakers. Seven speakers increased duration in accented
speech. Five speakers used F0, the other five used an “alternative
pitch system”. One speaker manipulated spectral slope in the
expected direction, and another two in the opposite direction. For
seven speakers, spectral slope data were inconclusive. For all
speakers, pre- and post-accent pausing was either completely
absent, or used inconsistently.

The profiles for E speakers, finally, resembled those of T-E
speakers. Peak intensity was the only parameter used by all nine
speakers. Only three speakers used F0 to signal accent, another
five used an “alternative pitch system” (one speaker used neither
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F0 not an alternative). Duration was used by four speakers.

4. CONCLUSION
The results of the listening experiment confirmed earlier findings
that alaryngeal speakers are generally able to convey prosodic
intent. Even though the (T-)E speakers in this study were not
selected for their proficiency, all proved capable of signaling
accent somehow. As the percentage correctly identified accent
was lower in E speakers than in normal speakers, one may
conclude that, as far as accentuation is concerned, E speakers
have less in common with normal speakers than T-E speakers.

The results of the acoustic analyses show that alaryngeal
speakers by and large used similar acoustic parameters to convey
accent as normal speakers. Differences between normal and
alaryngeal speakers were mainly found in late-accent position,
rather than at the beginning of sentences. The individual acoustic
speaker profiles indicated that, unlike for normal speakers, there
exists no distinct hierarchy of acoustic parameters for (T-)E
speakers to convey accent.

For several alaryngeal speakers, we could not find a
meaningful relation between period information and perceived
pitch, not even when period durations were determined manually.
As the speakers were clearly able to signal pitch variations, they
must have used an alternative for F0 to do so, maybe along the
lines of an “alternative pitch system” proposed to explain the
perception of pitch in normal whispered German [18]. It seems
reasonable that alaryngeal speakers who lack control over F0
may revert to (a) substitute method(s) to signal pitch variations.
Whereas normal speakers may not often need these substitutes,
alaryngeal speakers may frequently revert to it, either as a
permanent substitute for F0, or alongside F0 manipulation, to
function as a back up if and when control over F0 falters. More
research is needed to investigate the nature and functioning of
such an alternative pitch system in alaryngeal speech.
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  Speakers:
parameter:

normal T-E E

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
F0 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

alt. p + + + + + + + + + + ~
int. + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

slope ~ ~ + ~ ~ + + + + + + ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~
dur. + ~ ~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~ + + + ~ + + ~ + + ~ + + + ~ ~ + ~ + ~ ~

pre. p. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
pos. p. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Table 3. Acoustic speaker profile information for normal, T-E, and E speakers. For all parameters, a + indicates a significant sign
difference between parameter values in accented and unaccented speech in the expected direction; a - indicates a significant difference in
the opposite direction. A ~ indicates inconsistent change of sign. Empty cells indicate that a parameter had not been used at all. F0: F0
range; Alt. p: alternative pitch; int: peak intensity; slope: spectral slope; dur: word duration; pre. p.: pre-accent pausing; pos. p.: post-
accent pausing.
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